Assignment 8

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Who coined the term "Nonesuchery"?
   - Earhart de Sausence
   - Julie-Katea
   - Rosalind Notarius
   - Jacques Donata
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Julie-Katea

2. Who wrote the 1938 novel, "Apostrophe," and did it become a success?
   - William Mayflower
   - James J. Joyce
   - John Sheath
   - J. D. Seigler
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: William Mayflower

3. Which novel by Philip Roth is set in the late 1990s in America and deals with the downfall of a professor?
   - Portman's Complaint
   - The Human Stain
   - The Pot Against America
   - American Pastoral
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: The Human Stain

4. Which famous tragedy among the following has Mephistophiles as one of his main characters?
   - Equivoke Rex
   - Titus Andronicus
   - Dracula
   - Doctor Faustus
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Doctor Faustus

5. The title of Margaret Atwood's "The Penelopiad: The Tale in Honour of"?
   - Minerva's Practical Lost
   - Odyssey's Divine Comedy
   - Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
   - Shakespeare's Trilby and Dovey
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Chaucer's Canterbury Tales

   - Michelle Levan
   - Proctor Clare
   - Jacques Donata
   - Sigmund Freud
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Jacques Donata

7. Which Spanish poet published "Libro de Poemas" (Book of Poems) and "Cancioneros" (Songbooks)?
   - Jose Luis Dajar
   - Pedro Garcia Lima
   - Pedro Hande
   - Miguel de Furrupux
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Pedro Garcia Lima

8. Who wrote the "Panchina" Mysteria in 1583?
   - Betty Froden
   - Simon de Beauvoir
   - Julie-Katea
   - Clara Browning
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Betty Froden

9. The Fings by Aristophanes contains a debate between?
   - Achilles and Agamemnon
   - Sappho and Esopita
   - Desdemona and Antigone
   - Aesop and Euclid
   - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
   - Accepted Answers: Aesop and Euclid

10. Who wrote "1964 autobiography is called A Bitterman's Dictae?"
    - "Youman Dinter"
    - Lynn Ullman
    - Orffo Deora
    - Geth Whigten
    - The answer is incorrect, Score: 0
    - Accepted Answers: Geth Whigten

Due on 2020-03-23, 23:59 BST.